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Abstract. There are many fundamental open problems concerning ceMar arrays (CA’s). For 
example: 
(1) Is the class of real-time CA languages closed under reversal (concatenation)? 
(21 Are linear-time CA’s more powerful than real-time CA’s? 
(3) Are nonlinear-time CA’s more powerful than linear-time CA’s? 
(4) Does one-way communication reduce the computing power of a CA? 
Although some of these problems appear to be easier to resolve than the others, e.g., problem 
(1) seems easier than (2), no solution to any of these pr&lems is forthcoming. In this paper, we 
investigate the relationships among these problems as well as prove some positive results concem- 
ing CA%. We show: 
(a) the class of real-time CA languages is closed under reversal if and only if linear-time CA’s 
are equivalent to real-time CA’s; 
(b) if CA’s are more powerful than CA’s restricted to one-way data communication (i.e., 
one-way CA’s!, then nonlinear-time CA’s are more powerful than iinear-time CA’s; 
(c) if the class of real-time CA languages is closed under reversal, then it is also closed under 
concatenation. In the case of unary CA languages, we show that the class is closed under 
concatenation. 
We also show that the language L = {O’*lm 1 m, n > 0, ??I divides n} is a real-time CA language, 
disproving a conjecture of Bucher and Culik. 
1. Introduction 
The language recognition power of cellular arrays (CA’s), especially those operat- 
ing in real-time or linear-time, has been studied by many people for a number of 
years [l, 3-10, 13-161. A CA is a one-dimensional rray of n identical finite-state 
machines (cells) that operate synchronously at discrete time steps by means of a 
common clock (see Fig. 1). The input u1 a2 . . p CL,, where ai is in the finite alphabet 
accepting 
node 
. . . 
Fig. 1. A CA. 
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is applied to the array i 
its left and right ne31 orsat time 
cell has an “imaginary” left (ri 
T(n)an.IfT(n)=mforsomerealcons 
restriction is equivalent to a linear-s 
In 1972, Smith asked the followi 
ded deterministic Turing machine. 
(2) Is the class of real-time 
n&ion? 
(3) Are nonlinear-time CA% more rful than linear-time CA%? 
Another well-known open problem is whether linear-time CA’s are more powerful 
than real-time CAk ee, e.g., [I]). As far as we know, these problems are still open. 
In fact, the followin eemingly easier problem is also open: Are (unrestricted time) 
c more powerful than real-time CA%? 
restricted version of a CA is the one-way cellular array (OCA) [l, 3,5, S-10, 
It;] k~ an OCA, the communication between cells is one-way, from left to right. 
e next state of a cell depends on its present state and that of its left neighbor 
see Fig. 2). An input is accepted by the OCA if the rightmost cell of the array 
eventually enters an accepting state. The time complexity of an OCA is defined as 
in 2 CA. OCA’s are interesting because they are very simple, yet quite powerful. 
any important langu classes can be accepted by OCA’s, some even in 
lem of whether or not CA’s are more powerful 
n problem (see, e.g., [l, 3,5,9,10,16]). The answer 
is most likely in the A formal proof, however, is quite difficult because 
-space bounded nondeterministic 
1. Thus, a positive answer to the 
hat NSPACE(II’/‘) is properly contained in DSPACE 
ow that real-time CA’s are more pow 
lation in the case of linear-time, however, is still 
. . . 
Fig. 2. Am OCA. 
r of c&&r armys and 
powerful than linear-time CA’s; 
(c) If the class of real-time CA is closed under reversal, then it is atso 
closed under concatenation. it seems likely that the class of real-time 
is not closed under concatenation, we can show that in the 
CA languages, the class is closed under concatenation. 
Bucher and Culik [ 1] conjectured that the language L = (0” 1 m f m, n > 0, m divides 
n} is not a real-time CA language. (In [I], the accepting cell of a CA is the rightmost 
cell; so their conjecture is that LR is not a real-time CA language.) Since LR is a 
real-time CA language, aproof of the conjecture would imply that the class of real- 
time CA languages is not closed under reversal. Unfortunately, we can show that 
L is a real-time CA language. 
The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 introduces another array model-one- 
way iterative array (OIA). An OiA is closely related to CA and OCA, and this 
allows us to give all the proofs in the paper in terms of OlA’s. ‘Ibis is more convenient 
than using two different models in the proofs. Besides, in itself, an OIA is an 
interesting model. Section 3 shows the relationships among the open problems and 
their implications. Section 4 shows that the language L = (0" 1” 1 m, n > 0, m divides 
n} 1s a real-time CA language and that the cfass of unary real-time CA Ianguages 
is closed under concatenation. Section 4 also gives some candidate languages which 
may be useful in resolving the open problem discussed a e. Section 5 concludes 
with an updated diagram summarizing what is currently own about the closure 
properties of various language classes recognized by CA’s, OCA’s and 
their inclusion relations. 
The computing power and closure p 
have recently been investigated in [2] 
an OCA (see Fig. 3). The only difference between an 
an 
left 
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$ a” - a,a, 
n 
Fig. 3. An OIA. 
time n - 1, it receives the symbol $ (thus, $ is not consumed and available for 
reading). At time 0, each cell is in a distinguished quiescent state qo. As in the OCA, 
the state of a cell at time t is a function of its state and the state of its left neighbor 
at time t - 1. For the lenmost cell, the next state depends on its present state and 
+3ne input symbol. (Thus, the input at time t - 1 can be considered as the state of 
an imaginary left nei or of the leftmost cell at time t - 1.) We say that a, a2.. . a,, 
is accepted by the OIA if, when given the input o1 u2.. . a, $, the rightmost cell 
eventually enters an g state. The QIA has time complexity T(n) if and only 
if it accepts inputs of within T(n) steps. Again, for a nontrivial computation, 
T(n)a2n A linear-time OIA is one which accepts inputs of length n within time 
cn for some real constant c a 2. When c = 2, it is called a pseudo-real-time OIA. 
There is a nice way to represent the computation of an iterative or a cellular array 
of their time-space diagram (or unrolling). The representation can be 
in terms of a sequential machine. Sequential machine characterizations 
of various types of iterative and cellular arrays have been given in [8,9]. In particular, 
there is a sequential machine, called SMI, for OIA. 
I (see Fig. 4) is a restricted type of on-line single-tape Turing machine. It 
consists of a semi-infinite worktape (bounded at the left by a special marker 4) and 
a finite-state control with aa ifiput terminal from which it receives the serial input 
a102... o, $. Each ai, 1 s is n, comes from a finite input alphabet Z, which does 
n $. The symbol $ is used as the endmarker for the input. 
operates as follows. Initially, all cells of the worktape (to the right of 
4) contain h’s (where A is the blank symbol). The read-write head (RWH) makes 
ht sweeps of the worktape as follows: A left-to-right sweep begins with 
input 
terminal 
$ a" - a2a, 
finite-state 
control 
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scanning 4 and the machine in a distinguished start state 
then reads the input symbol Oi (starti with i = 1) and moves right (of 4) into some 
state different from qo. It continues move right, rewriting symbols canned by 
non-h symbols and changing states (except into qo), until the RWH s 
the RWH reaches A, it rewrites )r by a non-h symbol different from 
oundary marker $ in state qo. Then it be 
en the endmarker $is read, the machine ope on any input ai, except 
end of the left-to-right sweep, the machi 
marker $. The machine then continues makin 
$ as before, but without expanding the work spa=. (The $ is never rewritten.) We 
assume that the input endmarker $is not consumed when read by the machine, and 
is always available for reading. The worktape profile of the 
sweeps is shown in Fig. 5. The string a1 at.. . a,, is accepte 
reading the input a1 a2.. . a,, $, A eventually enters an accepting state at the end of 
some left-to-right sweep, i.e., when the RWH reaches the right boundary marker $. 
The sweep complexity S(n) of an SMI on string a1 a2.. e a,, is the least number of 
sweeps needed to accept it. Clearly, if the computation is nontrivial, S(n) 2 n + 1. 
An SMI with sweep complexity S(n) is called an S(n)-sweep SMI. 
The relationship between an OIA and an SMI is given by the following theorem 
from [2]. 
Sweep Input Worlctspe 
0 6 
1 a1 at 
2 a2 ez;z; 
3 a3 f!z;z;z; 
4 $ rz:2,32,2$ 
5 $ cZ#$ 
6 $ kZ,6Z,sZ3J$ 
Fig. 5. The worktape profile of an SMI on input a, a,a,$. 
Theorem2.1. LetS(n)an+l.AZang 
if and only if it can be accepted by an 
in timeS(n)+n-1 
time OIA corresponds to an n + l-sweep 
eal-time computatio 
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end of the sweep after reading the last input symbol. ( 
assume that the current input symbol is followed by $). 
The following speed-up lemma will be useful. See [8] (see also [l], [lo], [ls]) 
for the proof. 
. (Speed-up). Let R(n) 2 0 and e an OIA (CA, OCA) operating in 
time2n+R(n)(n+R(n),q+R(n)). Wecan tidy construct an OIA (CA, OCA) 
equivalent to M which operates in time 2n+R(n)/k (n+R(n)IS nf R(n)/k) for 
any positive integer k
It follows from the above lemma that any linear-time OIA (CA, OCA) can be 
converted to one that operates in time (2+ e)n (( I+ ~)n, (1 + s)n) for any positive 
real constant E, 
The relationships between OIA and CA, and OIA and OCA are summarized in 
the following theorem. 
are equivalent to OCA’s. 
equ~~alen t to l~near~ t 
‘s are equ~~lent to real-time CA’S 
(3) Linear-time OIA’s are equivalent to linear-time CA’s. 
The proof for (1) is in [lo]. The proof for the first relation of (2) is in [lo] 
too, while the second relation is in [3] (see also [ 161). We now prove (3). It is 
obvious that every linear-time OIA can be simulated by a linear-time CA. Thus it 
suffices to show that every linear-time CA can be simulated by a linear-time OIA. 
Let A be a lin time CA. By the speed-up lemma, we can assume that A operates 
in 2n - 1 time. construct a(3n - 1 )-sweep SMI 1M simulating A. The construction 
is straightforward and illustrated by an example. Figure 6 shows the time-space 
on input ala2a304. Figure 7 shows the corresponding worktape 
pen problems concerning 
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Fig. 7. The worktape profile of M on a, a2 a3 ad%. 
that $S2”Cfn. 
be an integer. l%ere exists a nonnegative integer SUC 
reversal. This proves the “if” part. 
languages i  closed un 
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For the “only-if’ part, assume that the class of pseudo-real-time OIA languages 
is closed under reversal. We need to show that every linear-time OIA can be simulated 
by a pseudo-real-time OIA. By Theorem 2.1 and the speed-up lemma (Lemma 2.2), 
it suffices to show that every 2n-sweep SMI can be simulated by an n-sweep 
Let M, be a 2n-stieep SMI and & = L(M,) be the language accepted 
Define another language & as follows: 
LZ={aIa2...a~#““ja,a2...a~EL1,n~mC2n}, 
where # is a padding symbol not in the input alphabet of Ml. It is easy to see that 
L2 can be accepted by an n-sweep SMI, i.e., L2 is a pseudo-real-time OIA language. 
By the assumption that the class of pseudo-real-time OIA languages i  closed under 
reversal, 
is also a pseudo-real-time language and accepted 
Now, define another language L3 as follows: 
by an n-sweep SMI A& 
L3={a1...iji...aJa,...ai...a,EL&l~i+}, 
where iii is a composite symbol consisting of symbol ai and marker A. L3 can be 
accepted by an n-sweep SMI M3. (Tbc reader can think of L3 as another version 
a is that, before seeing the marker A, J& simulates Mz on the padding 
ur sweeps (of M’) in one sweep, and at the same time packs the input 
symbols a,, a2, . . . , ai on its worktape. When it sees the marker A, M3 continues 
packing the inp ymbols on the worktape and starts imulating M2 on a1 a2.. . a,,, 
two sweeps (of ) in one sweep if at least two input symbols are available on the 
worktape. A symbol is consumed once it is read by M3. If the worktape has only 
one symbol, M3 will simply simulate one sweep. 
Next we construct an n-sweep SMI M4 which accepts Lr. For a given input 
a1a2...a,, let Ci represent the computation (or process) of A& on input 
a,...ri2i... a,, 0s idogn. Let C- l represent he computation of M3 on inpu 
aIa2...a,. By the definition of L3 and Proposition 3.1, if a, a2 . . . a,, E LF, then 
there exists a computation Cm which leads to acceptance. On the other hand, if 
alaz... a, e Lp, there is no such computation of &. Ad,, works as follows. In the 
first sweep (i.e., M4 receives a,), it starts to simulate C_, and Co simultaneously. 
In the second sweep (i.e., /U., receives a2), while it continues simulating Cl and 
CO, it starts to simulate C, . Since the first sweeps of C_, and C1 are the same, the 
simulati of Cl can begin from the second sweep (of C,) directly. In the third 
sweep, continues simulating C-, , C, and C1. In the fourth sweep, it keeps 
simulating C-, and C1 and, at the same time, it starts to simulate C2 (again, from 
the fourth sweep of C2 directly). The simulation of Co is discarded in this sweep. 
enerally, in the 2’th sweep, 0 s i c log n, while M,, continues imulating C-, and 
(from the 2’th sweep of Ci). The simulation of Ci-2 is 
e sweeps between sweep 2’ and 2i+‘, it sim 
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A&, can know whether the current sweep number is a power of 2 by using the 
“counting” technique. The idea is that &fa keeps a binary counter on its worktape. 
Initially, the length of the counter is 1 and the counter is set to 0. The counter is 
incremented by 1 in each sweep, i.e., it always contains the present sweep number. 
The length of the counter is increased whenever it is necessary, i.e., a carry from 
the rightmost (most significant) bit occurs. It is easy to see that the len 
counter is increased in sweeps 2,4,. . . , qi, etc. Thus & knows when the current 
sweep number is a power of 2. 
It is easy to verify that Mq accepts Lp. Since, by hypothesis, the class of pseudo- 
real-time OIA languages is closed under reversal, L, is also a pseudo-real-time OIA 
language. This completes the proof. 0 
From Theorems 2.3 and 3.2, we have the following corollary. 
Corollary 3.3. me class of real-time CA languages is closed under reversal ifand only 
if linear-time C 4’s are equivalent to real-time CA’s* 
It is known that the class of real-time OCA languages is closed under reversal 
[3]. Whether it is closed under concatenation is still open. In [lo], it was shown 
that the concatenation of two real-time OCA languages is a linear-time OCA 
language. We do not know if the same result holds for CA languages, ix., whether 
the concatenation of two real-time CA languages is a linear-time CA 
However, we will show that if the class of real-time CA languages is closed under 
reversal, then it is also closed under concatenation. First, we have the following 
theorem. 
Theorem 3.4. If the class of pseudo-real-time OIA languages is closed under reversal, 
then it is also closed under concatenation. 
Proof. Assume that the class of pseudo-real-time OIA languages is closed under 
reversal. Let L, and L2 be pseudo-real-time OIA languages. By Theorem 3.2, it 
suffices to show that L= L, L2 is a linear-time OIA language. By the hypothesis, LF 
is also a pseudo-real-time OIA language. Let Lt and LF be accepted by n-sweep 
SMI’s & and M2 respectively. We construct an SMI A4 which accepts L in 3n 
sweeps. 
Given input a1 a2.. . a,,, the computation of M can be divided into three phases. 
Each phase consists of n sweeps. The worktape of is also divided into three 
areas cy, @ and ‘y, each of length in. Each cell in these areas is further partitioned 
into three subcells. The n subcells in an area are numbered from left to right. In 
the first phase, 1M simply stores both the input string and its reverse in area QI, using 
the “packing and shifting” technique. So at the end of the first phase, 
ala2.. . a, 
a!= 1 . a . . ..a2at 
234 
In the second phase, M simultaneously simui 
a1a2... a,, and the computation of 
from area LY and using area fl as the w 
that a prefix a1 a2 a *. 
the ith subcell of 1. Similarly, if prefix 
a marker #2 in the (n - i + I)st sub&J of & Thus, at the end of phase 2, the positions 
of the markers #* and #2 give all the pre 1a2... a, (a,... 
accepted by A#, (M2). In the third phase, lies that there exist integers i and 
j, l<ijsn, such that i+j= n and the ith subcell of fi contains a #1 and the ith 
subcell contains a #*. This is realized by moving the final (i.e., at the end of phase 
2) worktape configuration of M1 and the reverse of the final worktape configuration 
of M2 to area y and, in the last sweep of phase 3, verifying that there exists an 
integer m, 1 s m < n, such that the mth subcell of y contains a #1 and the (m + l)st 
subcell of y contains a #2. 
It is easy to show that M accepts a, a2.. . a,, if and only if al a2.. . a, E L+. Cl 
From Theorems 2.3 and 3.4, we have the following corollary. 
If the class of real-time CA languages i  under tevemal, then it 
is also closed under concatenation, 
Many conjecture that one-way communication reduces the computing power of 
a cellular array, i.e., OCA is not equivalent o CA. Also, many conjecture that the 
answer to Smith’s third problem (whether or not there exists a nonlinear-time CA 
language) is positive. Note that Paterson’s result (i.e., NTIME~(~~) E DSPACE(II), 
where NTIME~(~~) is the clans of languages accepted by one-tape nondeterministic 
Turing machines in time O(n”)) [ 1 l] does not prove the conjecture unless we can 
show that the class of linear-time CA languages i  properly contained in NTIME,( n2), 
which is probably even harder. Corollary 3.6 gives the relationship between the two 
conjectures. 
. If OCA’s are not equivalent to CA’s, then nonlinear-time CA’s are 
more powetful than linear-time CA’s. 
The corollary follows from the fact that, by Theorem 2.3, a linear-time CA 
can be simulated by a linear-time OIA and an OIA can be simulated by an OCA. Cl 
of whether or not there exists a nonreal-time CA language seems 
er both reversal and concatenation [lo]. 
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. C te 1 
In [ 11, Bucher and Culik conjectured that the language L = (0’3” 1 m, n a 1 and 
m divides n} is not a real-time CA Ian e. Since LR is a real-time CA IanI 
[l], this would imp that the class of real-time CA 1 s is not closed under 
reversal. (In [ 11, the accepting cell of a CA is the ri cell.) Unfortunately, 
the conjecture is not true. In the next theorem we will show that L is a real-time 
CA language. We will only sketch the proof, leaving the details to the reader. 
Theorem 4.1. L = (0" 1” 1 m, n 2 1 and m divides n} is a real-time CA language. 
It suffices to show that L is a pseudo-real-time OIA language, i.e., L can be 
ed by an n-sweep SMI M. 
M will first (before it receives l’s) do the division n/i for all 
1 s is n”* and store (ri, QI) on its worktape, where ri and qi are the remainder and 
quotient respectively of n divided by i i.e., n = igi+ r,. Then it verifies that there 
exists an i such that ri = 0 and either m = i or m = qi. 
TO compute ri and qi, 1 s is n “* M will create a counter Ri for ri and counter , 
Qi for qi in the i*th sweep. Ri is in unary and is always of length f i (i.e., it consists 
of ii cells). The R-counters give the up-to-date information about the remainders, 
i.e., after the jth 0 is received, Ri contains the remainder of j divided by 4 where 
1 G i Gj”2. Clearly, the period of Ri is i, i.e., counter Ri is reset o 0 every i sweeps. 
Qi is in binary and its length may increase during the computation. The Q-counters 
give the up-to-date information about the quotients, i.e., after the jth 0 is received, 
Qi contains the quotient of j divided by i, 16 i <j”*. Thus, in the jth sweep, 
lQii= number of bits of Q a log j/i. 
The counters Ri and Qi are stored in adjacent areas of the worktape with Ri on 
the left. The initial value of Ri (i.e., the value when the counter is created) is 0 and 
that of Qi is i. The division by i is done as follows: when a carry from Ri OCCUIS, 
Qi is incremented by 1 and Ri is reset to 0. Initially, the pair (Rig Qi) is between 
cell i* - i and cell i*. All these pairs are moved to the right during the computation 
for two reasons. 
(1) Since M is a one-way device, the R-counters have to be moved to the right 
constantly in order that they can be reset to 0. Counter Ri is moved )i cells to the 
right every i sweeps because of this. So all the pairs are moved to the right at 4 unit 
speed (i.e., one cell every other sweep). 
(2) The Lgths of the Q-counters increas with the number of O’s received, 
s (Ri, Qi) and (&+I 3 
closer and closer, and e 
O’s received is doubled, 
moves the pairs to the right in such a way tha 
is is realized by movin 
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second pair (i.e., (&, @)) one cell to the right in the 
are at most j1’2 pairs on the worktape when j O’s have 
be completed before the number of O’s received gets double 
verify that during the computation, pair (&, (oi) is al 
U&-, , a-lb 
By using the fact that i2 = $_ 1 (2j - 11, it is easy for ow whether or not 
the number of O’s received is a perfect square. 
Hence after the nth 0 is received, Ri and Qd will contain ri and qi respectively, 
for l< i S fP2. Since the length of $4 m= i can be verified by compari 
with l&l. This completes the proof. 
It can be seen from the ove proof that the reason that L is a real-time CA 
language is that it is basical i.e., Ls afag l . . a$ for some 
distinct symbol aI, a2, . . - , a&. In class ef bounded languages 
accepted by real-time CA’s. In [IO], it was shown that semilinear languages (i.e., 
languages of the form (a)a$ . . . a$1 (il, i2,. . . , lk) in 3) for some semilinear set Q) 
can be accepted by pseudo-real-time OIA’s. It follows from Theorem 2.3 that such 
languages can be accepted by real-time CA’s. Note that L above is bounded but 
not semilinear. One can make the language more difficult (to recognize) by defining 
L={x”#x/n~1,xE{O, 1) ‘;. We conjecture that L is not a real-time CA language. 
Note that LR is a real-time CA language. 
Most likely, the class of real-time CA languages i  not closed under concatenation. 
Interestingly, we can prove the following theorem. 
eorem 4.2. 7%e class of unary real-time CA languages i closed under concatenation. 
f. Let L1, L2 E (O}+ be real-time CA languages. By Theorems 2.1 and 2.3, L1 
and L2 are accepted by n-sweep SMI’s Ml and M2 respectively. It suffices to show 
that L = L, L2 is accepted by an n-sweep SMI M. Note L, L2 = L2 L, . 
Let 0” be the input string. The worktape of M is dynamically partitioned into 
two areas LEFT and RIGHT of equal ength, i.e., when i O’s are received, LEFT contains 
cell 1 through cell $ i and RIGHT contains cell f i + 1 through cell i. A cell is further 
divided into two subcells. The computation of M consists of simultaneous executions 
of two processes. cess 1 simultaneously simulates both M,, using LEIT as the 
work space, and using RIGHT as the work space. Process 2 is very similar to 
Process 1 except re interchanged, i.e., the simulation of Ml is 
done in RIGHT a is done in LEFT. We will give the details of 
Process 1 only. 
Each time when a prefix of 0” is accepted by M2, process 1 puts a marker # into 
the rightmost subcell of RIGHT. The markers #‘s are moved to the right along with 
l, it puts a marker * into each sub 
’ is accepted by 
subcells are marke 
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in the 5th sweep. Once a is written into a subcell, it will never be erased or 
moved to the right. cess 1 accepts 0” if and only if, in the h sweep, the nth 
subcell (i.e., the ri most subcell of LEFT) is marked by a *. accepts if either 
Process 1 accepts or Process 2 accepts. 
Let 0” be a string in L+. ‘Ihen there exist int rs nr and nz such 
On1 EL, and 0% L2. It is easy to see that if nt 
if n+n2, the n 0” is accepted by Process 2. Hence, 
hand, if 0” is not in t, then there exist no such n, and nz. 
Process 2 will not accept 0”. 0 
It would be interesting to know whether or not the class of unary real-time CA 
languages is identical to the class of unary linear-time CA languages. We conjecture 
the answer to be negative. Since real-time CA’s can accept fairly difficult unary 
languages (e.g., the set of primes, the set of perfect squares, etc.), it is even hard to 
find a promising candidate. 
We conclude this section with an example of a language which we think can be 
used to show that the class of real-time CA languages i  not closed under concatena- 
tion. Let L = {xixiI x E (0, l}+, 1x12 2). It can be shown that L is a real-time CA 
language. We conjecture that 2% is not a real-time CA language. 
linear-time CA 
= linear-time OIA 
real-time CA 
P pseudo-real-time OIA 
= linear-time OCA 
r real-time OCA 
Fig. 8. The updated diagram of Bucher and Culik (1984). 
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5. conclusion 
Figure 8 is an updated version of the diagram in [l] summarizing 
out the closure properties (i.e., reversal and concatenation) for 
and OiA language classes and their inclusion rel 
presented by its corresponding machine. Here und a class x 
means that x is closed under both reversal and coatcatenation, a single box around 
x means that it is closed et reversal but the concatenation problem is open, and 
x without any box mean the problem is open. A straight line means inclusion 
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